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Recently scanned images of the Apollo Metric Cam-
era flown onboard the Apollo 15, 16 and 17 missions
contain rich information, including the exposure time
and the sun and camera position at the time of image
capture. These images, the newly released digital terrain
models of the Apollo Metric zone, and accurate photo-
metric models are used to reconstruct at full resolution
(10 meters/pixel) the Lunar albedo of the Apollo zone
and cover approximately 16% of the Lunar surface. For
comparison, the LRO-WAC albedo mosaic covers 100%
of the Lunar surface at 100 meters/pixel and the current
LRO-NAC derived albedo mosaic covers about 2% of the
Lunar surface at 1 meter/pixel resolution.

Introduction

The Apollo Metric camera (AMC) images are scanned at
an approximate resolution of 20,000× 20,000 pixels and
have an average overlap of 75% between consecutive im-
ages. Compared to imagery obtained from more recent
missions, the images captured on film by the Apollo mis-
sions have more noise artifacts, as well as errors in expo-
sure time and camera position and orientation, making
the processing of this data significantly more challeng-
ing. The stereo pairs are used to generate high resolu-
tion digital terrain models (DTM) using the Ames Stereo
Pipeline [1]. A robust bundle adjustment technique [2]
refines the original estimates for the orientation and po-
sition of the AMC.

Image Formation, Modeling and Reconstruction

Let Ikij , Aij , Xij , Rkij , T
k be the observed image value,

albedo, DTM, reflectance, and exposure time at pixel ij
and k-th image. Consider the cost function

Q =
∑
k

∑
ij

[
(Ikij −AijT kRkij)2Skijwkij

]
(1)

In the above equation, the reflectance Rkij is computed
using the Lunar-Lambertian model and is given by

Rkij = (e−c1α + c2)[
(1− L(α)) cos(ikij) + 2L(α)

cos(ikij)

cos(ikij) + cos(ekij)

]
(2)

where L(α) is a weighting factor between the Lunar and
Lambertian reflectance models [3] that depends on the

phase angle and surface properties. The quantities αkij ,
ikij and ekij are the phase, incidence and emission an-
gles at pixel ij in k-th DTM respectively. The overall
albedo reconstruction system is shown in Figure 1. The

Figure 1: The albedo reconstruction overall system.

system starts with the removal of shadow areas where
the terrain models are unreliable and photometric re-
construction is inaccurate. A weighted average of the
stereo-derived DTM values determines the DTM val-
ues used in computing the local slopes and reflectance.
The weights are between 0 and 1. They decrease lin-
early from the center of the image to the edges. Finally,
the albedo is reconstructed by joint estimation of the set
{c1, c2, Ãij , T̃ k} = argminc1,c2,Aij ,Tk Q. An iterative
solution to the above least square problem is given by
the Gauss-Newton method. The reconstructed albedo is
shown in Figure 2 on top of the Clementine mission mo-
saic. It is important to note the almost seamless tran-
sition between the Apollo reconstructed albedo and the
Clementine image mosaic. Together with the albedo mo-
saic we released the confidence map consisting of albedo
reconstructed error (Figure 2 bottom) associated with
each pixel of the albedo mosaic and given by:

Eij =

∑
k(I

k
ij/(T

kRkij)−Aij)2Skijwkij∑
k w

k
ij

(3)

Figure 3 presents in more detail differences between the
image mosaic (top) and the reconstructed albedo mosaic
(bottom). It can be seen by comparison that the recon-
structed albedo significantly reduces most of the bright-
ness artifacts of overlapping images. Figure 4 shows the
effect of shadow removal and albedo reconstruction in
shadowed areas (right). Figure 5 shows the original im-
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Figure 2: Albedo reconstruction (top) and reconstruction
error (bottom) for the Apollo Metric zone.

Figure 3: Image mosaic detail (top) and reconstructed
albedo (bottom).

Figure 4: Image mosaic detail (left) and reconstructed
albedo with shadow removal (right).

Figure 5: Image mosaic detail (left) and reconstructed
albedo (right) for the Apollo 15 landing site.

age mosaic (left) and the reconstructed albedo over the
Hadley Rille area.
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